
DELHI MODERN PUBLIC SCHOOL 

PAMPORE 

CLASS: 9TH.                                               SUBJECT: HISTORY 

LESSON NO. 3.       TOPIC: NAZISM AND RISE OF HITLAR 

 

Day: 1 

INTRODUCTION  

Dear students in this chapter we will come to know about HITLAR and his 

party. How he came into power? How he ruled in Germany and why he 

has been called responsible for 2nd world war? We will also come to know 

why he killed about 6 million Jews and features of Nazi ideology. At the 

end of the each session few questions will be ask to you. Further on daily 

basis you will learn one textual question…. 

So let us start the topic now... 

In the spring of 1945, a little 11 years old Germany boy called Helmuth, 

was lying in bed when he overheard his parents discussing something in 

serious tones. His father a prominent physician, deliberated with his wife 

whether the time had come to kill the entire family or he should commit 

suicide alone. 



Home work: Helmut’s father shot himself in his office. Write a paragraph 

why he commit suicide? Hint read page no 53&54. 

Write some new words of page no 53&54 and highlight important points 

with pencil. 

Day: 2 

Dear students after the end of ist world war, Germany lost its position 

and economy. The peace treaty at Versailles with the Allies was very 

harsh and humiliating for Germany. 

Home work: Birth of Weimar Republic was made responsible for it?why 

Hint: read page no 55 56 and 57 

Day 3 

The years of Depression: Dear student’s the years between 1929 to1933 

is usually called Great Depression or Economic Crisis in the world. The 

Germany was worst hit by this crisis. 

Home work: In order to understand it fully read page no 58 and 59 

completely. 

How Depression and polity paved the way for Hitler to rise in power? hint 

read page no.59 

Write a short note on Wall Street exchange on your notebook. 



Day 4 

Destruction of Democracy 

HITLAR set out to dismantle the structure of democratic rule. Then he 

turned on his archenemies, the Communist, most of whom were 

hurriedly packed off to the newly established concentration camps. 

On March 3, 1933 the famous Enabling Act was passed. This Act 

established dictatorships in Germany. 

Home work: Highlight and understand all the important points of page 

no.61 

Dear students Hitler assigned the duty of economic recovery to Hjalmar 

Sachast.In order to know how Adolf Hitler rebuild Germany economy and 

how he made Germany as the part of war during 2nd world war, just read 

page no.62&63 carefully. 

Day 5 

Nazi philosophy 

Dear students today’s topic is important. We will read about belief of 

NAZISM or characteristics of Nazi ideology 

1) According to Nazi ideology, there is no equality between people, 

but only a racial hierarchy. 



2) Belief in one party, one leader. 

Homework: write other 5 characteristics of Nazi ideology and 

understand them carefully. 

Day 6 

Establishment of the Racial State 

Once in power, Hitlar tried to implement his dream of creating a 

racial community of pure Germans. Dear students in order to know 

how he created a racial state please read page no.65,66,67,68,and 

69 carefully and highlight important points on your textual book. 

Homework: write 20 important points of said pages on your 

notebook. 

Day 7 

Youth in Nazi Germany 

HITLAR was fanatically interested in the youth of the country. 

He felt that a strong Nazi Society could be established only by the 

teaching children Nazi ideology. 

Homework: What happen in schools under NAZISM? Write a short 

note on it. Hint page no.70. 

Day 8 



Dear students the Nazi Govt. used language and media with care. Nazi 

never used the word “kill or murder” in their official communication. 

Dear students what are the other ways in which they propagate their 

ideas just read page no 73&74. 

Homework: Do the given activity of page no.74. 

Remember some important dates as shown in page no.75. 

Do reading of page no.76&77. 

Day 9 

With the help of answer key write down all the textual questions on 

your note book. 

Check your progress: Write down the answer of first three textual 

questions on your rough copy. 

Day 10 

Check your progress: 

Write down the answer of the next remaining questions on your rough 

copy. 

Dear students in the beginning of the lesson I gave INTRODUCTION 

about the lesson. Just go and again see you have understood all those 

things or not. 



Dear students I hope this procedure will help you to understand the 

chapter. In case of any difficulty in POLITICAL SCIENCE and HISTORY 

call me 

9906467896 

9055210182  

SUMAIR SIR 

Suggestion: 

Watch a documentary on Adolf HITLAR and IST World War 

 

Stay blessed…. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


